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This issue of our newsletter is a little later in the month than normal, mainly due to the usual 

two operatives having visited New Zealand recently, though not together. Our Editor was in NZ 

just two weeks before the terrorist attack on two mosques in Christchurch. He had visited 

Christchurch at the start of his holiday, less than one month before the attack. Our Acting 

Director was actually in NZ at the time of the attack. He was attending Mass at this church at 

Akaroa, which is close to Christchurch.  

Some of his fellow 

travellers were 

actually caught up in 

the city lockdown 

following the attacks. 

This all took some of 

the gloss off of what 

was otherwise a 

beautiful trip to New 

Zealand by both of our 

volunteers.  

Here is Ian’s account of the incident: - 

“We were in Akaroa in New Zealand on 15th March when the events occurred in Christchurch.  

How ironical it is that we went to Mass at 12 noon at Akaroa Catholic Church, about 2 hours’ 

drive from Christchurch, the same time the gunman went on his rampage in Christchurch.    

Some other cruise members took advantage of the trip to Christchurch on that fateful day and 

were caught up in the lockdown due to the mosque shootings. They were told to shelter in the 

city library and were not allowed to leave for over 2 hours. This meant that our cruise ship was 

delayed from departing for 3 hours on that day. The point to be made out of this experience is: 

All extremist groups are radical, and you never know what their next target will be. It could just 

as well have been that the next target was the Catholic Church due to the happenings within the 

Church in recent times. Tolerance and empathy should be the norm when dealing with all 

religious groups. In other words, don’t let these radical groups influence our thinking. Jews, 

Catholics, Anglican, Muslim, etc..  have a right to practice their faith without the threat of 

persecution. Mutual respect should be shown to all sectors, regardless of race colour or creed.” 

 

Maritime Welfare Conference  

Ian Keane, our Acting Director recently spent five days in Sydney attending the “Building 

Stronger Communities – A joint Maritime Welfare Conference” organised by  both the 

Mission To Seafarers and Apostleship of the Sea  (Australasia  and New Zealand). The 

Theme of the Conference was “Ecumenical Partnerships”. Dr. Jason Zuidema  from Canada  

was the facilitator for the 3-day conference and he represented the International Christian 

Maritime Association. 

 

Cruise Ship Battered By Strong Winds 

According to the Facebook page for Cruise Law News, “The Viking Sky cruise ship lost power 

as it sailed toward Stavanger, Norway in heavy seas and wind (23rd March). The cruise ship 
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issued a mayday call and many passengers were evacuated 

from the cruise ship via helicopters as the ship rocked back 

and forth in stormy weather. Passengers on the Viking Sky 

were reportedly hoisted one-by-one by rescue helicopters 

from the stranded cruise ship as strong winds pushed the 

ship toward the Hustadvika coast of Norway, which is 

considered one of the most dangerous parts of the 

Norwegian coast, with many ships wrecking in this area 

during rough weather.”  

“Crew members attempted to ready lifeboats (in rough waters) to evacuate the passengers but 

waves crashing into the lifeboats made it impossible to deploy them and evacuate the passengers 

under such harsh conditions. . . . the work by the crew was very dangerous under the weather 

conditions. . . . fortunately, no crew members were swept overboard . . . . . . the crew members 

were forced to abandon their efforts to deploy lifeboats as the waves were striking the lifeboats 

. . There were repotedly passengers injured on the ship who required medical treatment and 

were hoisted from the ship via helicopter . . . Crew members who were not directly involved in 

assisting the passengers remained in the hallways of the lower decks for crew members . . Public 

spaces on the ship were heavily damaged as the ship struggled in the storm . . . Public lounges 

and dining rooms were damaged as the ship rocked back and forth in the storm after the ship 

lost power . . . The storm affected the private offices and cabins of the officers and crew . . . 

The upper lounges on the Viking Sky were damaged . . . . . and the dining spaces were left in a 

state of turmoil . . . Several glass door were shattered in the storm . . Pools decks showed sign 

of the chaotic storm which hit the stricken ship.” There are photos and associated comments 

attached to all of the above-mentioned postings. These can be found at 

https://www.facebook.com/cruiselawnews/photos/a.2120946424620269/2120946454620266/

?type=3&theater . Many people were praying for the safety of the passengers and crew. 

 

Cargo Ship Slammed Into A Bridge  

According to the web page found at https://splash247.com/russian-cargo-ship-slams-into-

highway-bridge-in-

busan/?fbclid=IwAR3ARRaYB8aEq0kgrOVOPs9gce0K6m05t1EktoLFCY1QQMElxFPBuy

TucCc, the 5,998-ton Russian cargo ship Seagrand slammed into the side of the Gwangan 

Bridge in Busan, South Korea after sailing off course. The vessel fled the scene but it was later 

detained by the coast guard. The authorities breathalyzed the captain and found that he was 

under the influence of alcohol. It wasn’t clear if the captain had been steering the ship at the 

time that the incident occurred. No injuries were reported in the incident which caused a 

sizeable hole in the lower part of the bi-level bridge. The bridge had to be closed for 

precautionary reasons. YouTube video footage of the incident can be seen at https://youtu.be/-

Cgpooswrc8 . 

 

The Names of Streets on the Lefevre Peninsula continued 

As we have been discussing since last December, many streets on the Lefevre Peninsula are 

named after ships. One such street is Lawhill Court at Taperoo. Named after the windjammer 

Lawhill, it is located tucked away on the east side of Military Road, opposite Roy Marten Park. 

It runs on to Orungal Court, a street also named after a ship, SS Orungal. Orungal Court runs 

on to Karoola Court, another street named after a ship, SS Karoola. There is also a Lawhill 

Avenue at nearby Seaton. The ship Lawhill was a steel barque built in Scotland in 1892. She 

was built for a Charles Barrie by WB Thompson & Co. on the Firth of Tay, Dundee in 1892. 

Law hill was a prominent landmark in Dundee. 
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